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Abstract-m this paper, we present a domain decomposition method, based on the general the- 
ory of Steklov-Poincare operators, for a class of linear exterior boundary value problems arising in 
potential theory and heat conductivity. We first use a Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping, derived from 
boundary integral equation methods, to transform the exterior problem into an equivalent mixed 
boundary value problem on a bounded domain. This domain is decomposed into a finite number of 
annular subregions, and the Dirichlet data on the interfaces is introduced as the unknown of the asso 
ciated Steklov-Poincare problem. This problem is solved with the Richardson method by introducing 
a Dirichlet-Robin-type preconditioner, which yields an iteration-by-subdomains algorithm well suited 
for parallel computations. The corresponding analysis for the finite element approximations and some 
numerical experiments are also provided. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Ke~Ord.+-Dirichlet-toNeumann mapping, Steklov-Poincare operator, Iteration by subdomains, 
Dirichlet-Robin sweep. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, because of the availability of powerful parallel computers, the use of domain decom- 
position techniques to solve linear and nonlinear boundary value problems appears as a very 
attractive procedure. A rather complete survey on these methods is given in [1,2]. Recently, 
some advances have also been made for exterior problems, in which the use of boundary integral 
equations becomes the crucial part (see, e.g., [3,4]). In fact, in these cases the domain decomposi- 
tion method offers an appropriate environment to couple the finite element method on a bounded 
interior domain with the boundary integral equation method on an unbounded exterior region. 
In this work, we propose a domain decomposition method for a class of linear exterior boundary 
value problems arising in potential theory and heat conductivity. The rest of the paper is pre- 
sented as follows. In Section 2, we describe the exterior boundary value problem, introduce the 
Dirichlet-toNeumann mapping, and provide the variational formulation of the resulting mixed 
boundary value problem. The Steklov-Poincare problem is analyzed in Section 3. The precondi- 
tioned Richardson method and the iteration-by-subdomains algorithm are derived in Section 4. 
Although other methods are also applicable, we use Richardson only for simplicity. Finally, in 
Section 5 we study the associated discrete scheme and show some numerical results. 
This research was supported by FONDECYT-Chile through the project No. 1951143, and by FONDAP-Conicyt 
through the Program A on Numerical Analysis. 
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2. THE EXTERIOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We consider as a model the exterior Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian in the plane. Let D 
be a bounded and simply connected domain in R2 with smooth boundary I?D. Then, given 
f E L2(R2 - D) with compact support, go E H “2(rD)r and b E R, we seek u such that: 
-Au = f in R2 - D, u = go on rD, and U(X) = (6/r) log 11~~11 + O(1) as lllcll + 4-00. We now 
introduce a circle I’N of radius r whose interior region contains 0, such that the support of f 
lies inside the annular region Cl determined by rD and rN. With this, we apply the boundary 
integral equation method as in [5,6] to derive a Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping on l?N. In this 
way, our exterior problem can be transformed, equivalently, into the following mixed boundary 
value problem on the bounded region ai: 
-Au= f inR, U=gO OnrD, and %-2Wuf b - 
dv 
On rN. 
71r (1) 
Here, v is the unit outward normal to rN, and W : H112(rN) + @‘*(rN) is the hypersin- 
gular boundary integral operator defined by (We)(z) := -& l,, &E(cc, y) c(y) ds, for all 
5 E rN for all c E H1’2(r’N) w h ere V(Z) stands for the unit outward normal at z E rN, and 
E(X, y) I= -(1/27r) log 112 - yll’is the fundamental solution of the two-dimensional Laplacian. 
Now, let (., .) denote the duality pairing between H- “*(rN) and H112(rN) with respect to 
the L2(rN)-inner product. Then, using integration by parts on rN, one can easily show that 
(2,~) := (-2Wu+ (b/m),‘u) = -2(ti,Vti) + (b/m)JrN uds, for all v E H’(R), where the dot 
indicates tangential derivative along rN, and the mapping V : r1j2(rN) -+ H1j2(rN) is the 
boundary integral operator of the single layer potential, that is, (V<)(z) := Jr, E(z, y) C(y) dsy, 
for all x E I?& for all c E H-1’2(I’~). C onsequently, we arrive at the following weak formulation 
of (1): find u E H1(R) such that u = go on rD and 
J 
VU . Vv dx -t 2(ti, Vti) = 
s 
b 
fvdx + - 
n i-2 IrT 
with H:,(R) := {v E H’(R) : v = 0 on FD}. At this 
_ I^ 
point, it is worth remarking that V has 
a strictly positive kernel on the space Hc”’ (rN) := (5‘ E Hd112(rN) : (1,s) = 0}, and hence 
there exists Q: > 0 such that (E,V<) 2 CYJ)SII~._~,~(~~~, ‘d< E H;1’2(&v) (the original proof of 
this result can be seen in [7]). Thus, since +, E H;“2(rN) for all 21 E Hi(Q), we deduce that 
2(ir,VG) > 24(4(2 _ H 1,2CrNj 2 0. In addition, according to the well-known Poincare inequality, 
the norm and the seminorm of H*(n) are equivalent on H:,(n). It follows that the left-hand 
side of (2) constitutes a strongly coercive and bounded bilinear form, and therefore the weak 
formulation (2) satisfies the hypotheses of the Lax-Milgram Lemma. 
3. THE STEKLOV-POINCARE PROBLEM 
Let I’ be a smooth closed curve contained in 0, whose interior region includes b, and such 
that it splits R into two subdomains RI and &. In other words, 01 (respectively, fl2) is the 
bounded annular region determined by rD and I? (respectively, r and I?,), and a = 01 UrU R2. 
In addition, let vi, i = 1,2, be the unit outward normal to dC& on l?. Then, given X E H1i2(r), 
we consider the following boundary value problems: find ul(X) E H’(S11) and IQ(X) E H’(R2) 
such that 
-Au,(x) = f in RI, %(A) = 90 on rD, ul(X) = X on r, 
and 
-Auz(X) = f in Q2, u2(x) = x on r, au&Q _ au -2Wuz(X) + $ 0I-I FN. 
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With this, we introduce the Steklov-PoincarB problem: find x E H1/2(l?) such that 
a749 +aw$ - - 
au1 1 
=o 
au2 7 
V/L E H1’2(r), (3) 
where [., .] stands for the duality pairing between H-1/2(r‘) and H1i2(I’) with respect to the 
L2(r)-inner product. The main goal of this section is to show that (3) is uniquely solvable and 
that the solutions of (2) and (3) are connected through the following relations: x = ulr, u = ul(x) 
in 01, and u = IQ(~) in 92. 
We first define the linear operators RI : H1’2(I’) + Hl(s21) and R2 : H1j2(r) -+ H’(SI2), 
where for each X E H1i2(r), R1X and R2X are, respectively, the harmonic extensions of X to RI 
and 02, according to the following boundary value problems: 
-A(RlX) = 0 in QI, RIX = 0 on rD, RIX = X on I’. 
and 
-A(RzX) = 0 in !IJ, R2X = X on I’, &(R2X) = -2W(RzX) on rN. 
In addition, we let Cl E H’(fll) and w2 E H’(fl2) be the unique weak solutions of the following 
boundary value problems: 
and 
-Awz = f in 02, 2u2 = 0 on r, aw2 -=-2WW2+$onrN. au 
Then, we denote g E H’(0) a suitable extension of go to CI such that g = 0 on St2 U r, and set 
w1 := C& - g. According to these definitions, til(X) and UZ(X) can be rewritten as follows: 
q(X)=wl+g+RlX and IQ(X) = wz + R2X. (4) 
We now introduce the bounded bilinear forms AI : H1(R1) x H’(s21) -+ R, A2 : H’(R2) x 
Hl(&) + R, and A : H1(R) x H’(0) -+ R, defined, respectively, by Al(.q, ~1) := JR, Vzl . 
Vvl dx, Az(.zz, v2) := so2 V z2 . Vu2 dx + 2(ti2, Vtz), and A(z, v) := C”,=, Ak(zk, vk) for all z, ‘u E 
H’(a), where zk := zjnk and VI, := vjn,. Notice that Al, AZ, and hence A are symmetric. With 
this notation, the unique solution u E H’(n) of (2) satisfies u = go on rD and A(u,v) = F(w) 
for all v E HkD(52), where F(v) := JQ fvdx + (b/m) Jr, vds. Also, for each X E H1/2(l?), the 
harmonic extensions RiX, i = 1,2, satisfy Ai(RiX,cpi) = 0 for all Cpi E Hi, where HI := Hi(sZ,) 
and H2 := H#12) = {V E H1(R2) 1 v = 0 on r}. 
LEMMA 1. The solution u of (2) is related with WI and w2 through the following identities: 
~1 = (U - g)ln, - Rl((u - g)lr) amJ ~2 = ulnz - R2(4r). 
PROOF. Let 81 := (U - g)\n, - RI((u - g)lr) and a2 := uln, - Rz(u(r). Since (U - g) and 
Rl((u-g)lr) vanishon rD, ad Rl((u.-g)lr) = (u-g)1 p on I?, we observe that WI E HI. Now, 
given cp1 E HI, we denote cp E H,‘(a) the extension of cpl such that pJnz = 0 and qjn, = cpl. 
Hence, using that A~(RlX,cpl) = 0 for all A E H’12(r) and for all cp1 E HI, we obtain that 
AI(@I,(PI) = AI((u - g)ln,,cpd - AI(%((~ - g)lr),cpd = Al((u - s)ln,>cpl) 
= A(u, cp) - Al(glnl, cpd = F(v) - s,, vg . v’+‘l dx 
which proves that 2ijl$ g = T.& and consequently w1 = til. 
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On the other hand, since Rz(u(r) = u r on l?, we note that lIt2 E HZ. Then, given cp2 E H2, ) 
we now denote cp E Hi,(R) the trivial extension of 99 such that ~(o, = 0 and vlnz = cp2. Thus, 
using that Az(RsX, (~2) = 0 for all X E H1j2(r) and for all (~2 E HZ, we deduce that 
A2(@2, (~2) = A2(uJnz, ~2) - A2(R2(4r), ~2) = A2(4nz,~2) = A(% Cp) = F(P) 
= fpdz+~Sr,(nds=~~f~2dxf~~N~2ds, 
s R 
whence ws = ti2. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In what follows, we put 
I 
Wl, in Rr U I?, 
and RX := 
RlX, in Ri u I’, 
w := 
w2, in R2 u r, R2X, in Q2 u I’, 
for all X E H1j2(r). Note that w E HI(R), w = 0 on ID U I’, and that RX E Hk, (a). 
Now, by replacing (4) into (3) and using Green’s identities, we find that the Steklov-Poincare 
problem reduces to: find i E H1j2(r) such that Si = x, where S : H1i2(r) + H-‘12(r) is 
the Steklov-Poincare operator defined by [SX, ~1 := Ci=, Ak(RkX, Rkp) for all X, p E H1i2(r), 
and x E H-‘j2(r) is given by [x,~] := & f R dx + (b/m) Jr, Rp ds - A(w + g, RI.L) for all p 
/J E Hqr). 
LEMMA 2. There exists a unique x E H1/2(l?) such that Si = x. 
PROOF. We first note, owing to trace and elliptic regularity theorems, that for i = 1,2, there exist 
positive constants Ci, Ci, depending only on Ri, such that for all X E H1i2(r): CiljXIIH~,~~r, 5 
lIRi%qni, L ~ill$wyq~ Then, in virtue of the properties of Al and A2, S induces a bounded 
and symmetric bilinear form on H1i2(r) x H’i2(r). Al so, by using the Poincare inequality and 
the trace theorem, we observe that [S&X] 2 Xi=1 JRG!I&l(,kJ = IRAl&lcn, > CIIRXII~l(,j 2 
WII~l,2(,) for all A E H1i2(r), which shows that S is positive definite. Hence, a direct appli- 
cation of the Lax-Milgram Lemma completes the proof. I 
The following result establishes the relationship between u and i. 
THEOREM 3. Let ‘1~ E H1(52) and 1 E H1/2(I’) be the unique solutions of (2) and (3), respectively. 
Then 5 = ulr and 
u=g+w+Ri= 
{ 
ul(J), in %, 
u2 (X) , in R2. 
PROOF. By using Lemma 1 and the fact that g = 0 in 5%~ Ul?, we deduce that for all /.L E H112(r) 
k=l 
=A&P-~-~I,R~P)+A~(~---~,R~P) 
= A(u, R/L) - A(g + 20, RP). 
Since Rp E H:, (Cl), we obtain from (2) that A(u, Rp) = F(Rp), and therefore, 
[s(+), p] = s, f R/i dx + $ s,, Rp ds - A(g + w, RI-‘) 
= [x, j.41 for all p E H1’2(I). 
This proves that ulr is a solution of the Steklov-Poincare problem, and hence x = ulr. Finally, 
the expression for u follows easily from Lemma 1 and (4). I 
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4. THE PRECONDITIONED RICHARDSON SCHEME 
Given a preconditioner operator P, a parameter cr > 0, and an initial estimate X1 E H1/2(I’), 
the Richardson scheme for solving the Steklov-Poincark problem constructs the following se- 
quence: 
x n+1 = x, + crp-’ [x - SX,] ) for all n E N. 
There are several possibilities for choosing P. In most applications, it reduces to a convex 
linear combination of S1 and S2, where the operator Si : III’/~(I’) -+ H-1/2(I’) is defined by 
[Six, ~1 := Ai(RJ, Rip) for all X, 1-1 E H’/2(I’). F or instance, in interior problems, P is usually 
taken as either S1 or S2. However, in our present case, and once we introduce a finite number of 
annular subregions partitioning 1;2, the above choice leads to an iteration-by-subdomains algorithm 
in which pure Neumann problems appear. Hence, in order to overcome this difficulty, we propose 
here the preconditioner P := Si + T, where T : H1/2(I’) --f Hml/‘(I’) is given by [T&p] := 
[l, X][l, II] for all X, p E H1i2(l?). Hereafter, we take P = SZ +T. An analogue analysis will apply 
forP=Sl+T. 
By replacing P = S2 + T into the Richardson sequence, we obtain &+I = (1 - (_y)X, + c&, 
where 0, satisfies Pp, = x - (S1 - T)X,. Then, by using Green’s formulae again, it is not 
difficult to see that the latter equation becomes: 
This identity, together with the fact that UI(&)~F = X, and ~(&)lr = &, suggest the 
following iteration-by-subdomains algorithm to upgrade X,. 
(1) Solve the Dirichlet problem 
-Au, = f in 01, u1 =90onGh u1 = A, on r. 
(2) Solve the Robin-type problem 
-Au2 = f in CC&, 2 + [1,2&l = -2 + [1,&l on r, - = -2Wu2 + J- on l?~. au2 al/ IV 
(3) Set 0, = I u2 r and compute &+I = (1 - CY)X, + a/3,. If a given stop criterion ,is not 
satisfied, set n = n + 1 and go to (1). 
The convergence of this procedure is guaranteed by the fact that, for a sufficiently small 
parameter CY, the mapping H1i2(I’) 3 X -+ X + CXP-‘[x - SX] E H1i2(r) becomes a contra.ction. 
In this case, we also obtain that 
i 
ul(X,), in 521, 
U .- 
71 ‘- u2(Xn), in st2, 
converges to u in H’(a). These properties follow from similar arguments to those employed in 
[8, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.11. 
This algorithm can be easily extended to more than two subdomains. In fact, given an integer 
p > 2, we let l?j, j E (1,. . . , p - l}, be smooth closed curves contained in R, such that the interior 
region of I’j contains both D and the interior region of I?j-1, and such that they split !J into p 
subdomains Rj , j E (1 , . . . ,p}. In other words, Rj is the annular region bounded by I’j_1 and I’j. 
Here, we adopt the notation I’0 = rD and rp = l? N. In what follows, we assume, without loss 
of generality, that p is even. We define 0, := Uj odd Rj, fl2 := Uj even Rj, and r := UT:; l?j. 
Then, by applying the above iteration-by-subdomains algorithm to 01, &, and I?, and putting 
Xnlro = go, we arrive at the following Dirichlet-Robin sweep. 
(1) Solve in parallel the Dirichlet problems 
-Au1 = f inC@, 111 = X, on l?j-1 U ITj, ‘djodd, j <p-l. 
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(2) Solve in parallel the Robin-type problems 
-Au2 = f in fli, 2 + [l,uz] = -$ + [l, X,] on rj_1 U rj, V j even, jIp-2, 
1 
-02~2 = f in RP, + 11, &I on Pp-l, au2 -=-2wu2+; au on PN. 
(3) Set 0, = 112 r and compute &+I = (1 - cry)&, + ~$3~. If a given stop criterion is not I 
satisfied, set n = n + 1 and go to (1). 
5. THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
Let ;rh be a quasi-uniform triangulation of R made up of triangles 7 not crossing the interface I? 
and set fib := U{r 1 T E Ih}. Also, for i = 1,2, we put fii,h := U{T 1 T n Ri # 4) and denote 
PD,h, Ph, and l?n,h the polygonal curves (determined by 7h) approximating l?o, l?, and Plv, 
respectively. 
We introduce the discrete analogue of Ai, that is, Ai,h : H’(Ri,h) x H1(Sti,h) -+ R, with 
Ar,h(zi, ~1) := ./& Vzl . Vu1 dx and As,h(zs, VZ) := Jo,,, VZZ . Vu2 dx + 2(&, Vhi)h for all 
zi,vi E H1(Ri,h), where Vh : H-1’2(rN,h) --t H1/2(rN,h) is the discrete single layer operator 
and (., ‘)h stands for the duality pairing of H-1’2(&$) and H”2(PN,h) with respect to the 
L2(PN,h)-inner product. Also, we define the finite element subspaces Hi,& := {Vh E C(fiZi,h) : 
v& E s(T) VT c i&h}, and Ah := {uh]r ,, : vh E &h}, where Pi(r) is the space of polynomials 
of degree 5 1 defined on 7. In addition, we set Hfh := {Vh E Hi,h ( vh = 0 on rD,h U rh} 
and @& := {vh E &,h I Vh = 0 on rh}. Then, in analogy with the continuous operators, we 
define for i = 1,2 the discrete harmonic extensions Ri,h : Ah --) Hi,h such that for all Ah E Ah: 
Ai,h(&,h&,vh) = 0 for all vh E Hth, R&h = Ah On rh, and Ri,&, = 0 On rD,&. With this, 
the discrete Steklov-Poincare operator becomes Sh := Sl,h + S.&h, where Si,h : Ah -i Ai is given 
by [S&h&,/‘& := Ai,h(Ri,hXh, Ri,hl_lh) for all Ah, /& E Ah. Here, [., ‘]h denotes the duality 
pairing between H-1/2(Ph) and Hli2(Ph) with respect to the L2(Ph)-inner product. 
Now, it is easy to see that, given an initial approximation Xi,h E Ah, the Richardson sequence 
for solving the discrete Steklov-Poincare problem can be written as: &+i,h = (I-oP;‘Sh)&,h+ 
aPh’~h, where Ph is the discrete preconditioner and Xh E Ai is the approximation of x on oh. 
According to OUT preViOUS choice, We take Ph := &,h+Th, with [Th&,,!&]h := [l, &]h[l, /‘,,]h for 
all Ah, ,.&h E Ah. The invertibility of Ph and sh guarantees the convergence of the above sequence 
for a sufficiently small parameter Q. However, from the numerical point of view, one needs to 
prove that this convergence does not depend on h. We first observe that Pi’& is symmetric 
and positive definite with respect to the inner product defined by [&,ph]P, := [Ph&, j.&]h for 
all Ah, ,!& E Ah. It follows that the eigenvalues of Ph’Sh are positive real numbers: 0 < 61 5 
a2 5 *** 5 um, where m is the dimension of Ah. Moreover, the optimal parameter o, that 
is, the one that minimizes the spectral ratio of the iterative matrix (I - &,‘Sh), is given by 
czY,pt := 2/(ar + cm). In this case, the spectral ratio of (I - a,,tP~‘Sh) becomes (K - 1)/(/c + l), 
where K := crm/ui is the spectral condition number of Pi’&. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a positive constant C, independent of h, such that IE 5 C. 
PROOF. We first recall from [l] that 
and 
1 
a, = 
sup [P;‘ShAh, AhIP,, [Ah, AhIP,, 
XhE&l [Ah, AhIP,, - = $,, [P;%hAh, AhIp, * 01 
In addition, following (8, Lemma 4.11 and using the boundedness and coerciveness of the bilinear 
forms &,h, we deduce that there exist Cl, Cs > 0, independent of h, such that Ci[Ss,hXh, &]h < 
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Figure 1. log 11% - uhllHlcn) versus 71 (mesh 1). 
(Sr,hXh,Xh]h 5 Cs(Ss,hXh,Xh]h for all Xh E Ah. It follows that 
(T 
m = At:?, 
[+h&, &]P, _ IShAh, xh]h 
[Ah, Ah]Ph - At:!, [PhAh, Ah], 
[%,hAh, Ah]h + [S2,hAh, Ah], < c1 + c2j 
= A::!, [S2,hAh, &]h + [I, Ah]; - ’ 
For 01, we have 
1 
- = sup [Ah 7 AhIp, [Pdh, Ah]h [s2,hxh, Ah]h f [I, Ah]; 
&Ehh [p,%xh, AhIP,, 
= sup 
Cl &,&,h [ShAhr bx]h 
= sup 
XhEAh [ShAhI Ah], 
Then, using a trace theorem and the coerciveness of Ai,h, we conclude that [l, Ah]; 5 C]]Xh(]i2(rh) 
5 C!i%,h~h~(2 HIcnI hI <_ C[Sl,hXh, Xh]h, whence l/al 5 max{l, C}. This completes the proof. 1 
Now, for the numerical experiments, we consider D as the square with vertices (1, l), (-1, l), 
(-1, -l), and (1, -l), and choose f, go, and b such that the exact solution is u = X/(X” + y2). 
Also, we take I’r, I’2, I’s, and I’4 = rN as the circles centered at the origin with radius T = 4,6,8, 
and 10, respectively. We apply the Dirichlet-Robin sweep to the resulting four subdomains Rj, 
j = n, by using two quasi-uniform triangulations whose distributions of nodes are given as 
follows. 
Nodes on ro SI1 I?1 R2 rz Q3 r3 R4 T14 Total 
Mesh 1 40 365 40 69 40 44 40 40 40 718 
Mesh 2 80 595 80 431 80 269 80 171 80 1866 
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Figure 2. log 11~ - u~JI~I(~) versus n (mesh 2). 
Figures 1 and 2 present the behaviour of log (1~ - uhll~l(n) versus the number of iterations n, 
where ZL~ denotes the finite element approximation of the Dirichlet-Robin sweep. We use the 
parameter Q = 0.1 and the initial vector XI,~ = (sin(l),sin(2), . . . ,sin(m)), where m is the total 
number of nodes on the three interfaces. We observe that the algorithm converges, independently 
of the size of the mesh, as predicted by our estimates. All the computations were carried out 
on a work station Sun Spare 20. The extension to nonlinear exterior problems, the use of a 
preconditioned conjugate gradient method instead of Richardson, and further numerical essays 
will be presented in [9,10]. 
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